Legislative Candidate Pledge on Obamacare

“If Elected to the State Legislature in 2012, I Pledge To Vote NO on Any Legislation Enacting a State-run or Federally-run Obamacare Health Insurance Exchange.”

Specifically, if I am elected to office in 2012....

- I pledge to vote NO on any legislation supporting, establishing, enacting, enabling, creating, developing, designing, or operating a state-run government health insurance exchange (HIX), including an Obamacare exchange.*

- I pledge to vote NO on the imposition of a “federally-facilitated exchange” (FFE) which, if imposed, would enable the federal government to operate a federally-run exchange in the state with minimal functions being performed by the state.

- I pledge to vote NO on any legislation that would allow state government to provide the demographic, insurance, medical, tax and other private data of citizens to a health insurance exchange or the Federal Data Services Hub (which is being built by the federal government for use by all government-established health insurance exchanges to access and share the private data of citizens with at least five federal agencies (IRS, HHS, DHS, DOJ, SSA).

I so pledge.

_________________________          ______________
Signature of Candidate                  Date

_________________________          ______________
Name of Candidate (please print)                  District           State

* PPACA, sections 1311 and 1321, signed into law March 23, 2010.

This pledge form should be returned to CCHF by fax, mail, or email. (NOTE: If you are a constituent of the candidate and obtain a signature or refusal, please send it to CCHF. If the candidate refuses, simply add the word “Refused,” sign your name, and add your phone number and the refusal date before returning the pledge form. Your name will not be public, but simply used for our verification post-election if necessary).